### FRONT

**COIL SPRING**
- Linear Rate Raised Height (3” Lift) 1 C45-136 (B)
- Linear Rate Raised Height (4” Lift) 1 C45-304 (B)

**SHOCK ABSORBER**
- Heavy Duty Twin Tube Gas 2 GS51-116

**STEERING DAMPER**
- Heavy Duty (Big Bore) - Complete with Fittings
  - Suits: Y60 GQ 1988 - 08/1989 1 SD45-834
  - Suits: Y60 GQ 08/1989 - 1999 1 SD45-836
  - Suits: Y61 GU 12/1997 - 02/2000 1 SD51-811

**ADJUSTABLE PANHARD RODS**
- Suits: Y60 GQ / Y61 GU (to 02/2000)
  - RH Drive Complete with Bushes 1 PR45-1402
  - LH Drive Complete with Bushes 1 PR45-1407
- Suits: Y61 GU Only (02/2000 on)
  - RH Drive Complete with Ball Joint and Bush 1 PR45-1416
  - LH Drive Complete with Ball Joint and Bush 1 PR45-1409

**CASTOR KIT**
- Front Radius Arm Castor Kit (±3°)
  - 4 x Polyurethane Bushes 1 PB59-503K
  - 4 x Eccentric Bushes (+1 Grease Tube)

**GEARBOX SPACER KIT**
- Drive line vibration may occur with raised suspension. To reduce vibration we recommend fitting the above kit.

### REAR

**COIL SPRING**
- Linear Rate Raised Height (3” Lift) 1 C45-189 (B)
- Linear Rate Raised Height (4” Lift) 1 C45-193 (B)

**SHOCK ABSORBER**
- Heavy Duty Twin Tube Gas 2 GS45-913

**UNDER BODY BUSH KIT**
- Post 1989
- Kit Includes Front & Rear Under Body Bushes
  - 4 x Front Radius Arm to Chassis Bush
  - 4 x Front Radius Arm to Diff Bush
  - 4 x Front & Rear Panhard Rod Bush
  - 8 x Rear Upper & Lower Trailing Arm Bush
  - 1 PB45-1239K

**ADJUSTABLE PANHARD RODS**
- Suits: Y60 GQ / Y61 GU (to 02/2000)
  - RH & LH Drive Complete with Bushes 1 PR45-1403
- Suits: Y61 GU Only (02/2000 on)
  - Complete with Ball Joint and Bush 1 PR45-1415

**ADJUSTABLE TRAILING ARMS**
- 2 x Upper Adjustable Trailing Arms with Bushes 1 WA45-510K

**WARNING - 3” OR 4” LIFT**

The suspension components listed on this page are for off-road use only...

- Refer to Local Laws before fitting to Registered/Road vehicles
- An Engineering Certificate may be required...
- Handling characteristics will diminish on lifts above 2” (50mm)

The following modifications (but not limited to) need to be made to the vehicle before the kit is fitted:
- Adjustable Panhard Rods
- Modified Leading / Trailing Arms
- Brake Hoses
- Extended Bump Stops

Dobinsons Spring & Suspension do not accept any responsibility for injury caused to person or property through the use of the products listed on this page.

These products do not come with any warranty or guarantee.